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In a previous paper, we have demonstrated that a microcrystalline copper film well

bonded to a polymer substrate can be stretched beyond 50% without cracking. The film

eventually fails through the coevolution of necking and debonding from the substrate.

Here we report much lower strains to failure (approximately 10%) for polymer-supported

nanocrystalline metal films, the microstructure of which is revealed to be unstable under

mechanical loading. We find that strain localization and deformation-associated grain

growth facilitate each other, resulting in an unstable deformation process. Film/substrate

delamination can be found wherever strain localization occurs. Therefore, we propose

that three concomitant mechanisms are responsible for the failure of a plastically

deformable but microstructurally unstable thin metal film: strain localization at large

grains, deformation-induced grain growth, and film debonding from the substrate.

I. INTRODUCTION

Flexible electronics are being developed for diverse

applications, such as paper-like displays that can be

folded or rolled,1 electronic skins for robots and

humans,2 drapeable and conformable electronic textiles,3

and flexible solar cells providing portable and renewable

sources of energy.4 In some designs, small islands of

stiff functional materials and thin metal interconnects

are deposited on a polymer substrate. When the structure

is stretched, the stiff islands experience small strains, but

the metal interconnects must deform along with the sub-

strate. Such considerations have motivated us to study

the behavior of polymer-supported metal films under-

going large deformation.

A polymer-supported metal film behaves differently

from a freestanding metal film. When stretched, a free-

standing film of a ductile metal ruptures by forming a

neck within a narrow region. Although strain within the

neck is large, strain elsewhere in the film is small. Recall

that the film typically has an extraordinarily large

length-to-thickness ratio. Consequently, the net elonga-

tion of the freestanding film upon rupture is small, typi-

cally less than a few percent.5–9

For a ductile metal film well bonded to a polymer

substrate, finite element simulations have shown that the

polymer substrate can retard necking in the metal film, so

that the film can elongate infinitely, limited only by rup-

ture of the polymer substrate.10,11 Experimentally, how-

ever, most polymer-supported thin metal films rupture at

small elongations (<10%),12–19 although elongations as

high as 20% have been reported in a few cases.20–22 Our

recent experiments, on the other hand, have achieved

very large elongations (more than 50%)23 and have

demonstrated that good adhesion between film and sub-

strate is critical to achieving these large elongations, an

observation that is consistent with both theoretical pre-

dictions11 and a previous experimental investigation.18

Good adhesion is not the only condition needed to

achieve large elongation. It is also essential to keep the

deformation as uniform as possible. In our previous

experiments,23 Cu films were sputter-deposited on

Kapton substrates and then annealed to allow grains to

grow. The thermal treatment stabilized the microstruc-

ture of the films, and no grain growth was observed

during the deformation. In this paper, we focus on the

behavior of as-deposited Cu films with an average grain

size of approximately 110 nm. Compared with annealed

films, these as-deposited films have a much smaller

strain-to-failure. The unstable microstructure of these

films is detrimental to the overall deformation behavior

of the films due to the strong grain-size dependence of

the Cu flow stress.24 We will show that the early rupture

of these films can indeed be attributed to grain growth

that occurs in these films during deformation.

Grain growth during deformation has been reported in

other nanocrystalline materials. For instance, grain growth

has been detected in nanocrystalline Cu during microhard-

ness testing at both cryogenic and room temperatures.25 In

situ nanoindentation of nanograined Al films on Si wedges

have demonstrated rapid grain boundary migration and

coalescence during deformation.26 Grain growth has also

been observed in freestanding nanocrystalline Al films
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when subjected to uniaxial tension at room temperature.27

Although the precise mechanism of deformation-induced

grain growth remains under investigation, we are

concerned about its consequences. Indeed, we will show

that this grain growth coupled with strain localization and

delamination is the cause of early failure in as-deposited

Cu films on polymer substrates.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates

on the experimental setup and procedures. In Sec. III, we

first show the remarkable difference in electrical resis-

tance as a function of elongation between annealed and

unannealed films. We then explain this difference in terms

of microstructure evolution and film fracture. Evidence of

grain growth in unannealed films under mechanical load-

ing is provided and its consequences are discussed. Based

on our measurements and observations, a failure mecha-

nism involving three concurrent phenomena is proposed.

Final conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The polymer substrates used in this study were

12.7-mm-thick polyimide foils (Kapton 50HNW by

DuPont, High Performance Materials, Circleville, OH).

The substrates were first ultrasonically cleaned with ace-

tone and methanol. Then, the substrates were covered by

a shadow mask with seven 5 � 50 mm rectangular

windows to define the coating area. The covered sub-

strates were put inside the chamber of a direct-current

(dc) magnetron sputter-deposition system with a base

pressure better than 1 � 10�7 Torr, and they were

sputter cleaned for 5 min using an Ar plasma at a radio-

frequency power of 24 W and a pressure of 2 � 10�2

Torr. Immediately after sputter cleaning, a 1-mm Cu layer

was deposited onto the substrates through the windows in

the shadow mask. The deposition was performed using a

50.8-mm Cu target at a dc power of 200 W and a working

gas (Ar) pressure of 5 � 10�3 Torr. The nominal target-

substrate distance was 100 mm, and the corresponding

deposition rate was approximately 0.39 nm/s. The coated

Kapton wafer was taken out of the vacuum chamber half

an hour after the deposition. For comparison, another set

of Cu films was annealed at 200 �C for 30 min inside the

sputter chamber, immediately after the deposition and

without breaking vacuum. These annealed specimens were

removed from the vacuum chamber after 12 h to allow

them to cool down before breaking vacuum. Figure 1

shows focused ion beam (FIB) images of the Cu surface

before and after anneal. In general, the grain size is much

larger after the heat treatment. Additional annealing did

not further increase the grain size. This observation is

consistent with the theoretical prediction that grain growth

in a film is constrained by the thickness of the film.28

Tensile test specimens with a width of 5 mm were

cut from the coated substrates using a razor blade.

They were then subjected to uniaxial tension using an

Instron 3342 tensile tester (Grove City, PA). All of the

tests were performed at room temperature with a speci-

men gauge length L0 = 30 mm and at a constant strain

rate of 3.3 � 10�4 s�1. During tensile testing, the elec-

trical resistance of the films was measured in situ using a

Keithley 2000 multimeter in a four-point measurement

set up.

The surface morphology and cross-sections of de-

formed and undeformed Cu films were characterized us-

ing a Zeiss NVision 40 focused ion beam/scanning

electron microscope (FIB/SEM; Thornwood, NY). The

SEM produces high-resolution images of a sample sur-

face by focusing a high-energy beam of electrons onto

the surface of a sample and detecting secondary electrons

generating from the interaction of the incident electrons

with the sample surface. The FIB uses a focused beam of

gallium ions to image the sample. Because of ion chan-

neling, FIB images have a much stronger orientation

contrast. Consequently, it is much easier to identify indi-

vidual grains in an FIB micrograph than in an SEM

micrograph. Large grains in undeformed specimens were

identified using an electron backscattered diffraction

(EBSD) system on a Zeiss Supra55VP SEM.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Resistance deviation induced by film cracking

We adopt an equation relating the electrical resistance

of the intact metal films to its elongation by following

the same argument as in our previous paper.23 Let R be

the resistance of the metal film, which is stretched to

length L and cross-sectional area A. Let R0, L0, and A0

be the corresponding initial values. Assuming that no

cracks have formed, the ratio of the resistance of the

strained film to the resistance of the unstrained film is

R=R0 ¼ L=L0ð Þ2 : ð1Þ

Equation (1) implicitly assumes that the electrical

resistivity of the films does not change during plastic

FIG. 1. FIB images of (a) as-deposited film and, and (b) film

annealed at 200 �C for 30 min. The anneal has caused significant

grain growth. Whereas grains have a relatively uniform distribution

in the annealed film, isolated large grains can be identified in the

as-deposited film.
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deformation of the film. Figure 2 plots the normalized

resistance R/R0 as a function of the normalized length

L/L0 for both as-deposited and annealed specimens. The

dashed line is the theoretical prediction according to

Eq. (1). The resistance of as-deposited films deviates

rapidly from the guideline at an elongation of approxi-

mately 12%. This sudden departure in the film resistance

is caused by the formation and propagation of cracks in

the Cu films, as confirmed by postmortem SEM obser-

vations (Fig. 3). Isolated microcracks are observed at

low magnification after the specimen is strained by 15%

[Fig. 3(a)]. Cracks become interconnected and severe

debonding can be observed at an elongation of 40%, as

is evident in Fig. 3(b). The micrographs in Figs. 3(c) and

3(d) provide a closer look at the crack morphology for

elongations of 15 and 40%, respectively. Significant

plastic flow is evident from the saw-tooth profile of the

crack faces.

The behavior of annealed specimens is distinctly

different. Figure 2 shows that the resistance of annealed

films starts to slowly deviate from the guideline at an

elongation of 25%, indicating little cracking. This

observation was confirmed by postmortem SEM micros-

copy. Typical micrographs are shown in Fig. 4. Films

deformed to 30% [Fig. 4(a)] and to 50% strain [Fig. 4(b)]

show clear evidence of fracture, although the crack

density is much lower than in as-deposited films. Films

deformed less than 25%, on the other hand, do not show

any evidence of fracture (data not shown). The deviation

from the theoretical resistance curve is only induced

by the formation of cracks in the film and not by an

increase in dislocation density as a result of plastic

deformation. We know this because similar Cu films

on Kapton substrates, but with a thin Ti or Cr adhesion

layer to improve bonding to the substrate, can be

plastically deformed to 50% without any appreciable de-

viation from the theoretical resistance curve.23 At higher

FIG. 3. SEM images of as-deposited films after deformation of

(a) 15% and (b) 40%. Multiple neckings and isolated cracks can be

found at an elongation of 15%, whereas denser and interconnected

cracks appear after 40% deformation. (c) and (d) show cracks of higher

magnification at 15 and 40% strain. Large local elongation along crack

path and saw-tooth profile are indications of significant plastic flow.

FIG. 2. When a metal film on a polymer substrate was pulled, the

electrical resistance R of the film increased with the length L of the

film. The resistance and the length are normalized by their initial

values, R0 and L0. The theoretical prediction, R/R0=(L/L0)
2, assumes

that the film deforms homogenously and that the resistivity is

unaffected by the deformation. The measured resistance of the as-

deposited film starts to blow up at an elongation of approximately

12%, whereas that of the annealed film starts to deviate from the

theoretical prediction at an elongation of approximately 25%.

FIG. 4. SEM images of surface morphology of annealed films at

strains of (a) 30% and (b) 50% at a low magnification. Few cracks

can be observed at strains of 30% strain, and slightly more can be

found after strain of 50%. (c) and (d) show crack details at a higher

magnification. Slip traces of dislocations are identified as parallel

deformation lines within each grain. The fracture is both transgranular

and intergranular.
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magnification, both intra- and intergranular cracks can be

observed in the annealed films [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. Slip

traces are also clearly visible within each grain, indicative

of the extensive plastic deformation that occurred in these

films. Cross-sectional images of the cracked regions

(Fig. 3 in Ref. 23) reveal that annealed Cu films eventual-

ly rupture through coevolution of necking and debonding

from the substrates, in good agreement with finite ele-

ment simulations.10,11

B. Unstable microstructure of as-deposited films

during deformation

Whereas the microstructure of the annealed Cu films is

stable under mechanical loads, the microstructure of the

as-deposited films is not. Evidence of grain growth in the

as-deposited films during deformation is presented in

Fig. 5, which shows the evolution of the grain structure

during deformation. Figure 5(a) shows a plan view of an

undeformed, as-deposited Cu film immediately after de-

position. Although most grains are less than 110 nm in

size, there are a few large grains of submicron size em-

bedded in the matrix of nanograins. Few if any twin

boundaries can be identified in the film. Figure 5(b)

shows a micrograph of the same undeformed specimen

taken 6 h after deposition. There is no significant differ-

ence in grain size distribution, indicating that no grain

growth takes place in undeformed specimens at

room temperature on the timescale of the experiment.

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are postmortem FIB micrographs

of specimens stretched to 10 and 15% strains, respective-

ly, also taken 6 h after deposition. The only difference

between the specimen shown in Fig. 5(b) and those

shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) is that the latter two were

plastically deformed. As is evident from the micrographs,

there are significant microstructural differences between

the specimens: whereas a few isolated large grains can be

observed in undeformed specimen, the deformed films

contain many such grains, as confirmed by OIM. Several

mechanisms have been described to explain grain

growth in nanocrystalline metal films under mechanical

loading.27 These include grain growth driven by a reduc-

tion in surface energy,29 elastic strain energy,30 or stored

deformation energy.31 However, a simple energy calcu-

lation shows that the driving forces for these mechanisms

are smaller than for continuous grain growth driven by

minimization of grain boundary energy. Stress-driven

grain growth has also been observed experimentally

in nanocrystalline Al films. Indeed, both molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations32,33 and experimental mea-

surements on bicrystals31,34–36 suggest that grain bound-

aries can migrate as a result of an applied shear stress.

At this point, it is not clear whether grain growth in these

Cu films is stress or strain driven. In the context of this

study, however, the precise mechanism for grain growth

is not that important: We will show that grain growth

contributes to early strain localization and hence prema-

ture failure of the as-deposited films independent of the

precise grain growth mechanism.

C. Simultaneous strain localization and grain

growth

To understand the mechanism of rupture in as-

deposited films, we first review the more straightforward

case, i.e., fracture of annealed Cu films under uniaxial

tension. From a comparison of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), it is

evident that annealed specimens have a more uniform

microstructure than as-deposited films, with a relatively

large grain size of 1.5 mm. Moreover, the microstructure

of the annealed films remains stable during the deforma-

tion, i.e., no grain growth takes place during plastic

deformation. Consequently, the annealed films deform

relatively homogenously until simultaneous delamina-

tion and strain localization lead to failure of the films.23

In contrast, as-deposited films consist mostly of

nanograins, although a few submicron grains can occa-

sionally be identified. The nanocrystalline sections of

the films have a high yield strength as a result of the

Hall-Petch effect.29 The large grains, on the other

hand, are much easier to plastically deform. Such a

microstructure naturally leads to nonuniform defo-

rmation. Furthermore, it is evident from Fig. 5 that

the number of large grains increases during plastic

FIG. 5. FIB images of films held at room temperature afterwards:

(a) right after deposition; (b) 6 h after deposition, subject to no load;

(c) 6 h after deposition, pulled by a strain of 10%; (d) 6 h after

deposition, pulled by a strain of 15%. A comparison of (a) and (b)

indicates that the size of grains remained unchanged for a film subject

no load. A comparison of (b)–(d) indicates that the size of grains

markedly increased when the film is pulled by 10 and 15%.
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deformation. This microstructure leads to deformation

behavior that is significantly different from that of

annealed films. Figure 6 shows two sets of micro-

graphs taken by SEM and FIB of two unannealed

samples that were stretched by 15 and 30%, respec-

tively. The SEM images show the surface topography,

whereas the FIB images show the grain structure of

the same areas of the films. Incipient necks can be

observed in the SEM images [Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)].

The corresponding FIB images in Figs. 6(b) and 6(d),

and many others like them, show that these necks are

associated with one or more large grains in the film.

At 15% strain, the FIB image [Fig. 6(b)] shows that

there are initially many nanocrystalline grains in the

necked down area, although the necks are usually

associated with at least one large grain. At 30% strain,

however, most of these small grains have disappeared

and the areas of strain localization contain mostly

large grains.

To further quantify the correlation between necking

and grain growth, we have derived grain area histograms

from the FIB images for the two samples shown in

Fig. 6. For each sample, we have analyzed areas without

obvious neck and areas with a well developed neck.

Multiple images were used for each case to obtain statis-

tical significance. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Two

observations can be made. First, the incidence of large

grains is greater for deformed films than for undeformed

films. Second, for deformed films, regions that show

necking have a greater incidence of large grains. Hence,

we conclude that strain localization and large grains are

closely correlated for sufficiently large deformations.

These observations are readily understood as follows.

According to the Hall-Petch effect, there is an inverse

relationship between the yield strength and the grain size

of a polycrystalline material as long as the grain size is

above a few tens of nanometers. As a result, the nano-

crystalline regions of the films have a much larger yield

strength than the large grains, i.e., the large grains can be

regarded as soft inclusions embedded in a hard matrix.

Under tensile loading, the softer regions will tend to

concentrate the deformation. Therefore, initial strain

localizations are associated with large grains. As the

localization spreads, large grains appear in adjacent

nanocrystalline regions, making it easier for them to

plastically deform and thus further localizing deforma-

tion. The two mechanisms, strain localization and grain

growth, facilitate each other and lead to ductile film

rupture at relatively small overall strains as shown in

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).

D. Concomitant debonding

For strain localization to take place and carry on, a

third mechanism is required—film/substrate debonding.

The argument is the same as in annealed films: debond-

ing makes the film locally freestanding so that necking

of the film can be accommodated by a local elongation

of the freestanding portion of the film. If there is no

strain localization, there is no traction exerted on the

interface to initiate debonding; if there is no debonding

to release the constraint from the substrate, there is no

space for large local deformation in the metal film to

take place.

To validate this interpretation, Fig. 8 shows cross-

sectional images of unannealed specimens deformed to

different elongations. Strain localization and debonding

always coevolve. Figure 8(a) shows a uniform Cu film

well bonded to Kapton substrate prior to any deforma-

tion. The FIB image confirms that the grains do not have

a columnar structure because multiple grains can be

found through the film thickness. In Fig. 8(b) at 10%

FIG. 6. Images of strain localization in as-deposited films pulled by

(a, b) 15%, and (c, d) 30%. Severely necked region always contains at

least one large grain.

FIG. 7. Grain area fraction histogram of as-deposited and deformed

specimens obtained by analyzing postmortem FIB images. Grains

larger than 0.5 mm appear in regions with evident necking.
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strain, local thinning has taken place along with debond-

ing from the substrate, but few cracks can be found in

the specimens. As illustrated in Fig. 8(c), microcracks

can be observed in samples with an elongation of 20%. It

is obvious that these cracks occur in regions of intense

plastic deformation with local thinning and debonding.

In conclusion, simultaneous strain localization and

debonding are necessary ingredients for the rupture of a

ductile film supported by a stretchable substrate. From

this point of view, there is no difference between

annealed and as-deposited films.

The failure mode of as-deposited Cu films on polymer

substrate is illustrated schematically in Fig. 9. Initially,

the as-deposited film is mostly composed of nanocrystal-

line material with occasional submicron-sized grains.

Under tensile loading, large grains act as preferential

sites for strain localization. Nanocrystalline grains in

regions of strain localization start to grow with increas-

ing strain, locally weakening the material and further

promoting localization. As strain localization proceeds,

tractions are exerted on the film/substrate interface.

These tractions cause local delamination of the film,

freeing it from the constraint of the underlying substrate.

This process, in turn, promotes strain localization. Even-

tually the film necks down to a knife-edge. Microcracks

form in the film and the resistance of the film increases

suddenly. In short, the as-deposited Cu films fail through

three concurrent mechanisms: deformation-induced

grain growth, strain localization at large grains, and

debonding from the substrate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted a series of experiments on

as-deposited and annealed Cu films supported by stretch-

able polyimide substrates to investigate the failure modes

of polycrystalline Cu films under large deformation. Sub-

jected to tensile loading, as-deposited films rupture much

earlier than annealed films. This early failure is attributed

to the grain structure of the films, which is inhomoge-

neous and unstable under loading. We demonstrate

that the films fail by ductile necking as a result of

deformation-associated grain growth, strain localization

at large grains, and film debonding from the substrate.
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